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Abstract: The foot is a key structure during gait as it adapts to the ground geometry to insure balance and it 
stores energy to ease the next step. Because this functionality can be affected, by morphological issues or by 
aging or disease like diabetes, modelling the foot could help in understanding its correct behavior and the way to 
avoid or solve pathological behaviors. In this chapter, after presenting the foot anatomy and functionality, we 
propose a summary of the main foot models published in the literature. We also introduce our biomechanical 
model, using a Finite element mesh representing several soft tissue layers surrounding rigid bones and cables 
simulating the ligaments. Two clinical applications, namely ankle arthrodesis and foot ulcer prevention, are also 
presented. 
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1. Introduction: clinical context 
 
Understanding the foot anatomy is essential to analyze its functionalities, its pathologies, and the way they can 
be prevented and treated with orthosis or surgery for instance. These complementary fields of research have 
yielded to several significant breakthroughs helping understanding the foot, using models adapted to each 
clinical applications. The first field concerns the physiology of the foot and more especially the way the foot 
behaves in conjunction with other structures (for example the leg or the ground) and their modifications to 
monitor the adaptation of the foot to various conditions. Furthermore, among the different clinical fields, we can 
mention three other fields studying the foot on the pathological side: diabetes, orthosis, and surgery. Diabetes is 
a pathology affecting the foot through a lack of sensitivity due to the neuropathy it implies (Mueller, 1992). As a 
consequence, diabetic patients have trouble feeling pain in their foot and can consequently undergo pressure 
ulcer due to high tissue deformations (because of ischemia or cell destruction). Furthermore, diabetes can create 
joint lesions because of the neuropathy. The third field of research to understand the foot is devoted to orthoses. 
It concerns studies investigating the influence of a device on the pressure load around the foot, the geometrical 
changes applied on the bones, or the behavior of the foot after an impact (Lemmon et al., 1997). The orthosis 
influence is analyzed based on its shape and/or the materials it uses. Finally, the fourth field of research aims at 
improving foot surgeries. It concerns mainly the understanding of a surgical gesture, and the influence of an 
action on the foot structure and functions. It can also investigate the coupling between a foot joint and prosthesis. 
 
2. Anatomical description of the foot 
 
The foot anatomy being complex, it is essential to comprehend it before moving to one of the four fields 
mentioned above. The human foot is composed of 28 bones and 33 joints (including five main joint complexes: 
the ankle, the subtalar joint, the tarsal transverse joint, the tarso-metatarsal joint, and the metatarsophalangeal 
joint). Several bone regionalization schemes have been proposed, one of the most popular is described in figure 
18.1 and divides the foot in four regions: the back foot (talus and calcaneus), the medio foot (cuboid, navicular, 
and the three cuneiform bones), the metatarsus (from M1 to M5), and the toes (from hallux to quintus). The foot 
has three extrinsic muscle regions located on the tibia and fibula: the anterior region (with the tibial anterior, the 
hallux long extensor, and the toes’ long extensor muscles), the lateral region (with the long fibula and the short 
fibula muscles), and the posterior region (with the tibial posterior, the hallux long flexor, the toe long flexor 
muscles, and the sural triceps). Four muscle regions are intrinsic: the dorsal region (with the short extensor 



muscles of the hallux and of the toes), the medial region (with the abductor and adductor of the hallux, and the 
short flexor of the hallux), the lateral region (with the abductor of the quintus, the short flexor of the quintus, and 
the opposing muscle of the quintus), and the median region (with the short flexor of the toes, the plantar square, 
the interosseous dorsal muscles, the interosseous plantar muscles, and the lumbrical muscles). These muscles 
allow a wide range of foot motions: dorsiflexion, plantar flexion, pronation, supination, abduction, adduction, 
inversion and eversion. 
 
FIGURE 18.1 HERE  
 
The foot is a poly-articular system, surrounded by soft tissues, with several joint chains in parallel and serialized 
in the four previously described regions (figure 18.1). It is a key structure during gait as it adapts to the ground 
geometry to insure balance and it stores energy to ease the next step in a non-pathological configuration. The 
foot objective is to transmit the best force vector to the rest of the lower leg whatever the contact surface type 
(texture, form, rigidity…) or the aim of the gesture (gait, turn, jump, get up, run…). To achieve these goals, the 
foot must be able to adapt to the shape of the ground, to rigidify itself (good transmission of the vector fields 
from the lower leg or the external forces), to be thrifty for an optimized gesture (long walk, swim, running….). 
The serialized organization of the foot allows force transmission from rear foot to front foot during the first 
contact of the foot on the ground, and then from front foot to rear foot during the digitigrade phase. The parallel 
chains are active in the rear to front axis and also in the medio lateral axis. 
The plantar aponeurosis (or plantar fascia) is one of these soft tissues. It helps preventing the stretching of the 
foot structures. It can be stretched about 10 percent, and has extra length under each metatarsal head in 
connection with the first phalange of each toe. It has a joint action with the trans-metatarsal ligament to prevent 
lateral foot stretching, in conjunction with the interosseous muscles. Other ligaments link each bone with its 
neighbors to create the joints using a complex mechanism mixing bone contacts and cable like connections 
between ligaments. The poly-articular chain system allows the foot to modulate its length, width and height 
during loading. If for some reasons, the chains are rigid, the strains are propagated to the foot extremities instead 
of the center of the foot, which usually concentrates the constraints. The foot is also composed of fat tissue, 
mainly to serve as a cushion for the other structures. In particular, below the calcaneus, the fat pad is composed 
of several nodules of high density fat to compensate the impact of the whole body below the heel at the first 
contact with the ground. Finally, the foot soft tissues are embedded within the protective skin layer. 
Most of the gait theory is based on conclusions considering only the bones (position and contacts). To the best of 
our knowledge, soft tissues have not been integrated in early works. However, to be useful and usable in clinical 
practice, a foot model therefore needs to integrate this component. 
 
3. Foot models in the literature 
 
Several reviews have already summarized a list of foot models over the past few years. Among them, that 
recently published by (Telfer et al., 2014) provides a comprehensive review on diabetic foot modelling and 
investigates several aspects such as the bone geometry, the internal constraints, the soft tissue material 
properties, the skin surface pressures and their spreading, and the interactions between the foot and the device 
around the foot. Another review, from (Wang et al., 2016), focuses on the shoe and the insole and aims at 
designing the most adapted device for a given foot. Recently, Perrier (2016) further draws a complete survey of 
most of the foot models presented in the literature, table 18.1. We propose to summarize this review below with 
few key articles. 
 
TABLE 18.1 HERE  
 
The first biomechanical model was a 2D model introduced by Lemmon and Cavanagh (Lemmon et al., 1997). 
Using baropodometry analyzing the plantar pressures, these authors validated their model results against clinical 
measurements. This work stemmed research studies in the field of diabetes and orthopedic surgery and is still a 
reference in terms of validation. It showed that insole thickness has an influence on pressure peaks under 
metatarsal heads. It used a linear constitutive law to model the bone material with a Young’s modulus of 10 GPa 
and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.34. A Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law was used to model the soft tissues as a hyper-
elastic material. In vivo load-deformation data were collected on five subjects using an ultrasound device in 
conjunction with a load cell. It lead to a simplified Finite Element model with coefficient values of C10 = 85,550 
N.m-2, C01 = -58,400 N.m-2, C20 = 38,920 N.m-2, C11 = -23,100 N.m-2, C02 = 8,484 N.m-2, D1 = 0.4370E05 N.m-2, 
D2 = 0.6811E-06 N.m-2. 
Another 2D model was introduced by (Gefen, 2000) and validated on six phases of gait, using plantar pressure 
measurements, in a quasi-static set up. This article stemmed foot functional analysis based on biomechanical 
models. It was followed in (Gefen, 2003) by a more complete model demonstrating that pressures measured at 



skin surface lead to a strain increase in deep tissues. From this conclusion, it was hypothesized that pressure 
ulcers may originate deep in the tissues and not only at the foot surface. In this article, the bones and cartillages 
were modelled as linear, elastic and isotropic materials, while ligaments, fascia and the soft tissue fat pad were 
considered as being non-linear materials using an Ogden constitutive law. Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio 
for bone were taken as being 7,300 MPa and 0.3, respectively, and for cartilage as 10 MPa and 0.4, respectively. 
The Poisson ratios were taken as 0.4 for the ligaments and fascia and 0.49 for the soft tissue pad. The elastic 
properties of these soft tissues were derived from stress-strain data published by (Nakamura et al., 1981) but 
were not given in the article. 
One of the first 3D biomechanical models was introduced by (Chen et al., 2003) and showed that an orthosis 
with an optimal contact with the foot decreases the skin surface pressures and spread them more evenly below 
the foot. From this conclusion, it seems that a pressure ulcer may appear on a foot depending on the pressure 
field applied on its surface. Using a 3D Finite Element model therefore appears to be appropriate to estimate the 
consequences of various orthoses on the foot. In this paper, the foot bone and soft tissue were assumed to be 
linear, elastic solids. Their Young’s moduli and Poisson ration were respectively 10 GPa and 0.34 for the bones, 
1.15 MPa and 0.49 for the soft tissues, and 10 MPa and 0.4 for the cartilage. Five cables were used to model the 
plantar aponeurosis and three cables for the short plantar ligaments. Their stiffness was 11.5 MPa. An 
improvement of this 3D model was presented in (Chen et al., 2010), with the integration of active muscles, 
almost all foot ligaments, and soft tissues modelled with the Mooney Rivlin constitutive law defined in 
(Lemmon et al., 1997) with the same parameters. It showed that internal strains and pressures below the 
metatarsal heads are directly influenced by the force given by the triceps.  
Another 3D model has been proposed by (Cheung et al., 2005). It showed that (1) the shape of an orthosis is 
more important than its materials when it comes to strain distribution and (2) a higher soft tissue stiffness implies 
higher skin surface pressures. Bones and the soft tissues were also represented as Finite Element models. Except 
for the soft tissue, all other tissues were idealized as homogeneous, isotropic and linearly elastic materials. The 
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the bony structures, the cartilage, ligaments, and plantar fascia were 
selected from the literature (Gefen, 2000). The soft tissue properties of the whole foot were also inspired by the 
heel pad properties given in (Lemmon et al., 1997) as a nonlinearly elastic material represented by a Mooney-
Rivlin constitutive law. This model was used by (Wong et al., 2015) for clinical applications in orthopedic 
surgery and more specifically in the arthrodesis of the first tarso-metatarsal joint and its consequence on gait. 
Although the models presented above tend to integrate complex structures and allow studying various clinical 
fields, they still miss some of the anatomy of the foot (especially no model represents the foot material 
heterogeneity as the foot is composed of different layers of soft tissues: skin, fat, muscles), they are not patient 
specific (as they are all modelled from one patient’s data, or from an idealized morphology), and they cannot be 
used clinically as they require long computations (more than one hour). The main limitation concerns the realism 
of the model: it must be accurate if useful results are needed and therefore the model should not simplify the 
morphology of the patient and the way the mechanical properties are estimated. A nonlinear heterogeneous 
model, i.e. with several layers of soft tissues to represent the skin, fat and muscles, consequently seems to be 
important to simulate the foot accurately. Nevertheless, the key aspect of a good biomechanical model is that it 
should be adapted to the function (gait, balance, pressure distribution…) it wants to simulate, using an 
appropriate mechanical hypothesis and an appropriate level of details for the morphology. 
 
4. Biomechanical foot model for arthrodesis simulation and foot pressure ulcer 
prevention 
 
In an attempt to improve the previous foot models in a more realistic manner and with an impact on several 
applications, we have proposed to generate a detailed biomechanical model to study arthrodesis and foot 
pressure ulcer prevention.  
A series of medical image acquisitions has been performed on a healthy volunteer (no trauma, surgery or specific 
pathology of the foot) to obtain morphological data and create his biomechanical foot model. Two imaging 
modalities were used for this individual (31 years old, 173cm, 84 kg): a CT scan with slices every 0.6 mm, and 
an MRI scan with slices every 5mm. The scans were segmented to extract the 3D surfaces of the various foot 
structures: 28 separated foot bones, tibia and fibula, and four layers of soft tissues, namely the skin, the heel fat 
pad, the fat for the rest of the foot, and the muscles. To allow fast enough computation time, we chose to 
represent the bones as rigid bodies to concentrate on the cinematic of those structures, especially before and after 
arthrodesis. On the other hand, since we want to measure the strains inside the soft tissues, in order to study foot 
pressure ulcer, the soft tissues have been modelled as a Finite Element mesh. Rigid bodies and Finite Element 
mesh have been coupled semi implicitly in the ArtiSynth open source framework (Lloyd et al., 2012). 
To be realistic in physiological and dynamic points of view, the mass of the different structures have been 
estimated from (De Leva, 1996), with a foot mass of 1.37 % of the subject mass. A density of 1 850 kg.m-3 was 



set for the bones, leading to a whole bony mass of 0.443 Kg. The density of the soft tissues was set to 1 200 
kg.m-3 to reach a soft tissue mass of 1.13 Kg. 
The muscle and ligament insertions were defined from the medical imaging data and from the literature, Figure 
18.2. Cables were used to model the 210 ligaments of the foot included in our model. These cables constrain the 
elongation of the structures with a linear elongation stiffness of 395 MPa while the structures are free to move 
towards each other since the compression stiffness is set to 0 MPa. Furthermore, to simulate the coaptation of the 
bones, the rest length of the cables was set to 90 % of the initial length of the model since the foot was acquired 
while the subject was lying down with an initial length that is not representative of the position of the bones 
when standing. Overall, the joints are modelled as the contacts between the bones and are constrained by the 
ligaments. Plantar aponeurosis is also simulated in our model. It is composed of five cables connecting the 
calcaneus to each toe first phalange. Transversal cable connections constrain the aponeurosis in the three 
directions.  
 
FIGURE 18.2 HERE  
 
Fifteen extrinsic and intrinsic muscles are integrated in our foot model. They are simulated as cables using a Hill 
constitutive law. Their path has been determined on the MRI scan. Each muscle can be activated independently, 
i.e. its length can be shortened simulating muscle contraction. Since the foot is relaxed during the MRI 
acquisition with the patient lying down, its muscles are not contracted. Muscle length at equilibrium during 
stance had therefore to be defined as a ratio of these muscles’ MRI lengths. This was defined manually for each 
muscle and led to length ratios between 0.73 and 0.91. The maximum force developed by a muscle was set by 
computing the displacement of half the body weight when the foot is in charge. For example, to raise the heel by 
contracting the two bi articular muscles of the triceps, a force of 1,800 N is needed. This value corroborates the 
1,620 N given in (Chen et al., 2010) in a quasi-static setup. 
The soft tissue Finite Element mesh was generated by a software from Texisense company and based on (Lobos 
et al., 2010). It uses the surfaces segmented from the CT scan to define the different domains in the foot and to 
generate the continuum. This meshing algorithm tends to maximize the number of hexahedrons in the generated 
mesh to avoid the locking mechanism linked to tetrahedrons in quasi incompressible materials. The final mesh is 
composed of 142,060 elements (18,784 hexahedrons, 38,774 wedges, 56,655 tetrahedrons, and 27,847 prisms) 
with a discretization of 3 mm. It is composed of four domains: the skin, the heel fat pad, the rest of the fat, and 
the muscles, Figure 18.3. The bones are modelled as rigid bodies and no Finite Elements are included in them. 
 
FIGURE 18.3 HERE  
 
To achieve a nonlinear hyper-elastic behavior, a Neo Hookean constitutive law is used in the Finite Element 
model, defined by a strain energy density function W such as: 
W=C10(I1-3)+(J-1)2/D 
Where I1 is the first invariant of the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, C10 is a material parameter, J is the 
determinant of the deformation gradient F and D is a material incompressibility parameter. The Neo Hookean 
model was chosen because of its simplicity to apprehend its parameters. It indeed uses only two material 
parameters that can be compared to known material parameters, with D linked to the Poisson ratio ν [D=(1-2ν)/ 
C10)] and C10 that can provide an estimation of the equivalent Young’s modulus E at small strains [E≈6* C10]. 
Furthermore, Neo Hookean models are good representations of the reality in compression, or at least similar to 
Mooney Rivlin materials, with fewer parameters and more stability. In addition, since the foot is mainly 
submitted to compression, this range of deformations is well modelled using a Neo Hookean constitutive law. 
Each soft tissue layer (or domain) has its own material parameters to simulate different behaviors and derives 
from earlier work (Luboz et al., 2015). It leads to the following four material properties:  

- For the skin, a Young’s modulus of 200 kPa and a Poisson ration of 0.485, 
- For the heel fat pad, a Young’s modulus of 100 kPa and a Poisson ration of 0.499, 
- For the rest of the fat;, a Young’s modulus of 30 kPa and a Poisson ration of 0.49, 
- For the muscles, a Young’s modulus of 60 kPa and a Poisson ration of 0.495. 

 
This model was used for two different applications: ankle arthrodesis and pressure ulcer prevention.  
The first one consisted in investigating ankle mobility during muscle contraction with and without arthrodesis. 
Dorsal and plantar flexions of the ankle were simulated by activating the foot muscles of our model while 
assessing the mobility of the talus bone and the foot. Dorsal flexion activation is performed in three movements: 
(1) activation of the toe and hallux extensor muscles alone, (2) contraction of the tibialis anterior muscle alone, 
and (3) combined contraction of the extensors and the tibialis anterior muscles. Plantar flexion activation is 
divided into four movements: (1) activation of toes and hallux flexor muscles alone, (2) contraction of the tibialis 
posterior muscle alone, (3) contraction of the triceps, and (4) combined contraction of all those ankle flexor 



muscles. During those movements, the 3D angle formed by the tibia center, the talus center, and the second 
metatarsal head center gives an estimation of the foot opening angle. The simulated arthrodesis set the angle 
between the tibia and talus to 117°; it therefore limits the foot opening angle. This angle range of motion is 
accepted to be for healthy subjects between 60° and 80°. The goal of this study was to estimate the arthrodesis 
influence by comparing the foot opening angle with and without arthrodesis. 
 
FIGURE 18.4 HERE  
 
The second simulation consisted in investigating pressure ulcer risk in the foot and improving prevention. Foot 
pressure ulcers are a common complication of diabetes because of patient’s lack of sensitivity due to neuropathy. 
They mainly result from excessive skin surface pressure intensity (leading to internal strains above 50 % for 
about 10 minutes) or prolonged compression (leading to internal strains above 20 % for about two hours) 
(Loerakker et al., 2011). Monitoring the internal strains using a biomechanical model combined with skin 
surface pressure measurements could consequently improve the estimation of pressure ulcer risk and help patient 
daily prevention. We therefore used our biomechanical foot model to simulate a pressure load applied below the 
foot during static unipodal stance. The plantar pressure pattern was measured using a commercially available 
pressure sensor (Zebris platform, http://www.zebris.de/) under the right foot of the subject used to build our 
model. The maximal pressure appears below the calcaneus with a peak value of 14.5 N.cm-2. During the 
simulations, the tibia was fixed while the fibula and the foot were free. The simulation is divided in two phases: 
(1) reaching equilibrium of the foot while tendons, ligaments and muscles of the model tend to recover their 
optimal length (defined by the ratio of their initial length) and thus generate pre-stresses in the FE continuum, 
and (2) gradual application of the pressure pattern below the foot. Once the full pressure is applied and 
equilibrium is reached, peak internal Von Mises strains have been recorded as well as the cluster volumes of soft 
tissues above the 20 % and 50 % strain thresholds and defining the risk of pressure ulcers. A cluster is defined as 
the contiguous elements having a strain peak above one of those two thresholds (Bucki et al., 2016). The aim of 
this study was to estimate the amount of tissues at risk in this configuration and to determine if our model could 
help in pressure ulcer prevention.  

 

5. Results and discussions 
 
5.1 Arthrodesis simulation 
 
The simulation of the ankle arthrodesis allows to explore the relationships between adjacent joints and to 
quantify their respective amplitudes within a foot motion. The combined action of the anterior muscles induces a 
maximal dorsal flexion of 42° for the foot opening angle without arthrodesis while this angle is limited to 9° 
with arthrodesis. The combined action of the posterior muscles induces a maximal plantar flexion of 33° for the 
foot opening angle without arthrodesis while this angle is limited to 14° with arthrodesis.  
Moreover, it is possible to analyse the amplitude of motion for other joints and to estimate their influence during 
arthrodesis. For example, the angle between the navicular and the talus projected on the sagittal plane during 
dorsal flexion has a value of 3°. This rotation is produced by the navicular alone since the talus is fixed. 
Furthermore, the dorsal flexion being 9°, the remaining 6° are probably provided through the Cuneo-metatarsal 
and Cuneo-navicular joints which are mobilized by the synergistic contraction of the anterior muscles. A similar 
analysis can be performed for the plantar flexion, leading to an estimation of the muscles’ influence. 
Based on this example, a biomechanical foot model, driven by muscle activations reproducing the swing motion 
of the foot with and without arthrodesis, could be used for arthrodesis planning to find the optimal setting of the 
foot opening angle in order to optimize swing phase during gait. Naturally, the results above need to be validated 
on real cases before moving to surgical planning. To this aim, a patient specific process to generate a numerical 
clone of the patient foot would be needed. Using the method presented in (Bucki et al., 2016) will help to reach 
this goal. This method is based on the registration of each patient’s skin and bone surfaces (extracted from a 
medical image dataset) with the surfaces of an atlas model. The registration is divided into three steps: rigid 
registration, affine registration, and local elastic registration. It avoids the tedious and time consuming generation 
of a new patient mesh and takes few minutes to create a numerical clone for each patient. It consequently gives 
the possibility to create new patient models easily and to help in surgery planning. 
 
5.2 Pressure ulcer prevention 
 
The simulation of static unipodal stance allows estimating the impact of a pressure pattern below the foot and 
inside the soft tissues. For example, for our model, the highest cluster volume is located in the heel region with 
50.8 cm3 with Von Mises strains above 20 %. No cluster has a volume higher than 0.2 cm3 when a threshold of 
50 % is considered. This almost negligible value seems normal since the pressure applied below the foot is not 



supposed to cause short term pressure ulcer as it is a unipodal stance. Analyzing only the peak Von Mises 
strains, figure 18.5, is not really representative as the highest value is in the toe region (161 %), but the cluster 
volume around this peak strains is extremely small (less than 0.01 cm3). This peak pressure is probably due to a 
numerical singularity because of a highly deformed element and not really representing the internal strain in this 
region. Using the cluster volume is consequently more representative as it bypasses those numerical 
singularities. Overall, the estimation of the cluster volume in our biomechanical model allows determining the 
level of deformation in the foot when a pressure load is applied below it. It could therefore be used to determine 
the risk of pressure ulcer and to complete efficiently the monitoring of the skin surface pressure.  
 
FIGURE 18.5 HERE  
 
Nevertheless, to allow daily prevention, a model should be fast enough to compute a simulation interactively and 
it should be coupled to a sensor usable during daily tasks. The computation time of a simulation is difficult to 
reduce since a high level of details is needed to achieve realistic simulations. The principal area of research here 
is in the pre computation of most of the possible scenarios to use them as a library on which a daily analysis is 
based to determine if a specific case, interpolated from the library, produces internal strains high enough to lead 
to pressure ulcer. Model reduction (Cueto et al., 2014) could also be implemented to speed up the computation. 
Although fairly inaccurate when the given pressure scenario is outside of the library range, it is accurate and fast 
when the library covers a wide enough range of scenarios. In term of pressure sensors usable on a daily basis, 
several are commercially available (such as the ones proposed by Novel, Tekscan, Vista Medical or Texisense). 
The key here is to be wearable in a shoe, as an insole or a sock, and to send pressure pattern information 
regularly to feed simulations with pressure patterns. Finally, for a patient specific prevention, a numerical clone 
of the patient is needed as the morphology of the patient has a clear impact on the risk of pressure ulcer as 
demonstrated by (Luboz et al., 2015). Again, using the method presented in (Bucki et al., 2016) could help to 
reach this goal. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

The foot is a complex structure, involving 28 bones, 30 joints, 210 ligaments, and several layers of soft tissues 
(skin, fat, muscles). Its purposes are to adapt to the ground during gait or stance, and to store and use the energy 
while walking. Understanding its behavior during non-pathological function is a whole field of research. 
Furthermore, it can be afflicted by various pathologies (such as diabetes) or abnormalities (such as hallux 
valgus), leading to the use of specific devices (orthosis, prosthesis), or even surgery. Musculoskeletal and 
biomechanical models have been introduced to help understanding these various fields. These models use more 
or less complex representations, from purely geometrical to biomechanical models using Finite Element 
modelling to translate constitutive laws that can be linear elastic or more complex nonlinear hyper-elastic and 
they can model the foot as homogeneous or represent its heterogeneity and the different layer of soft tissues. 
Given the complexity of the foot, and the variety of behaviors of its components (especially the soft tissues), an 
accurate model requires a detailed representation of each constituents. This leads to at least two disadvantages: 
1) creating a precise foot model is a tedious and long task, and 2) the computation time of a simulation with such 
model can be very long (quantified in hours). Most of the models published in the literature are either presenting 
a generic model (with an average ideal morphology) or a clone of a specific patient, therefore creating only one 
model and avoiding the repetitiveness of the task for other patients. A solution to build rapidly new numerical 
clones would be to use a registration technique aiming to adapt an atlas model to the morphology of each new 
patient, in the same fashion as in (Bucki et al., 2016). As for the computation time, simulations are most of the 
time performed for a specific application, and not repeated through a daily clinical set up. It is consequently not a 
problem to run several simulations over a long period and have the results to be analyzed later. If these models 
are needed in daily clinical investigations, with a need of interactions, a solution would be to precompute a set of 
simulations representing a wide range of scenarios and use them to interpolate the results from this abacus. 
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Figure captions: 
 
Figure 18.1: Transverse regionalization of the foot, with four regions: the back foot (talus and calcaneus), the 
medio foot (cuboid, navicular, and the three cuneiform bones), the metatarsus (from M1 to M5), and the toes 
(from hallux to quintus). 
Figure 18.2: The musculoskeletal model with 30 bones, 15 activated muscles (in red) and 210 ligaments (in 
green). The insertions of those structures have been determined on the MRI scan and from the literature. 
Figure 18.3: The complete biomechanical foot model with the bony structures as rigid bodies, and the soft tissues 
as a Finite Element mesh. The soft tissues are divided in four layers: the skin (in pink), the heel fat pad (in 
green), the rest of the fat (in yellow), and the muscles (in red). 
Figure 18.4: Dorsiflexion under three different muscle activations: on the left, activation of the toe and hallux 
extensor muscles alone; on the center, contraction of the tibialis anterior muscle alone; and on the right, 
combined contraction of the extensors and the tibialis anterior muscles.  
Figure 18.5: Peak Von Mises strains in the foot during unipodal stance pressure load. The blue area corresponds 
to a strain value close to 0 % while the red area is for the peak strain at 161 %. Left, with 20 % of the total 
pressure, the strains remain below the 20 % strain threshold. Right, with 100 % of the pressure load, the peak 
strain reaches 161 % (area in red in the toes). It can be seen that the cluster volume (contiguous elements with a 
color different than blue) is larger in the heel region.  
 

  



Table captions: 
 
Table 18.1: Survey of the foot models presented in the literature with: the first author of the reference, the team 
leader, the year of publication, the application, the constitutive law, and the material parameters. Lig = 
ligaments, SoftTis = Soft Tissues, Li = Linear material (all rows in blue in the table), NoLi = Non Linear 
material (all rows in yellow in the table) with a non-specified constitutive law, Og = Ogden material (all rows in 
orange in the table), MoRi = Mooney Rivlin material (all rows in green in the table), Neo Hook heterogeneous 
material (rows in red), El = Elastic material, HyEl = Hyper-elastic material, Ho = Homogeneous material, Is = 
Isotropic material. 

 


















